
special call for “ignite” proposals 
The IUPUI Center for Teaching and Learning (CTL) is accepting Ignite session proposals for the 2014 Edward C. Moore  
Symposium on Excellence in Teaching.

Ignite events are sweeping the nation. They are five minute presentations that are intended to inspire and “ignite” the audience 
with innovative and forward-thinking ideas. Think of them as an abbreviated TED Talk. (Example of an Ignite talk from the 
founder of Ignite: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yGENcskRGRk)

This year at E.C. Moore, we invite you to share exciting, progressive ideas about teaching and learning through an Ignite 
Presentation. The Ignite session will target new, innovative, and up-and-coming ideas in Excellence in Teaching.

ignite us!
In preparation for your proposal, please survey the literature to compare your idea to what has already been published.  Your 
presentation should not be a report on the literature; rather the essence of your talk should be a novel idea that pushes the 
audience to think.

Do you have an answer to one of these questions? Then this session is for you!

Ignite sessions give presenters five minutes to speak about their idea, accompanied by exactly 20 slides. Each slide displays for 
15 seconds and then automatically advances. The IUPUI Center for Teaching and Learning will provide support for the execution 
of the PowerPoint timing. 

We strongly encourage individuals from the entire IU community to participate in submitting proposals. 

Proposals will be accepted until 5:00pm (EST) Friday, November 22, 2013. Applicants will be notified in January 2014 of their 
proposal’s status. If you have questions, please email thectl@iupui.edu or call 317-274-1300.

Visit http://ecmoore.iupui.edu/ for more details and to submit a proposal.

• What will make teaching innovative?

• What is the next big transformational  
    idea in education?

• What does the future of learning look/ 
    feel/sound like?

• If you could inspire a new wave of teaching  
    philosophy, what principles or values would   
    it include?

• What inspires you toward excellence in   
    teaching?


